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Abstract: Water-powered facilities (WPFs) have traditionally been a pillar of the economy and social
development. Therefore, the state took an interest in having these objects recorded and mapped in
relevant maps and registers. This article focuses on identifying and localizing WPFs in the Moravice
River basin in the so-called Sudetenland, Czechia, between the years 1763 and 2021. Specifically,
the evolution and (dis)continuity of the WPFs are assessed through an analysis of cartographic
and archival sources, reflecting the wider socioeconomic and demographic context as explanatory
variables. The cartographic sources included old military topographic maps of Austria-Hungary and
Czechoslovakia from four periods (the mid-18th century, mid-19th century, end of the 19th century,
and mid-20th century) on the one hand and two state water-powered facility registers from 1930
and 1953 on the other. The archival sources included funds from regional and state archives. The
results show that the count of WPFs peaked during the 19th century, after which there occurred a
steep decline caused by societal and economic changes, namely, the expulsion of the local German
population, nationalization in the postwar period, and economic and organizational transformations
in the socialist era. Special attention is paid to hydropower plants, whose evolution reflects the
outlined economic processes.

Keywords: water-powered facilities; archive sources; topographic maps; modern era; expulsion;
socioeconomic changes; Moravice river; Sudetenland; Czechia

1. Introduction

The use of hydropower independent of human or animal power embodied an essential
precondition for the technological and economic development of society [1]. The knowl-
edge of using hydropower was transferred to Europe from the Middle East. During the
Middle Ages, thanks to the monastic orders of the Mediterranean, it spread throughout Eu-
rope [2–5]. Hydropower was primarily employed to power grain mills and woodworking,
iron, and mining workshops or plants [6,7]. Later, it was also employed in manufacturing
and industrial operations [8]. In connection with new energy sources, the share of hy-
dropower decreased. Many water-powered facilities (WPF) underwent functional changes
and became part of the energy network in the form of small hydropower stations [9]. The
potential for the reuse of hydropower in former WPFs strongly resonates across Europe [10]
and is in line with the efforts to utilize hydropower as a renewable energy source more
intensively [11].

In the Czech lands (the present Czech Republic), the knowledge of the waterwheel as
a source of hydropower was first documented in the 12th century, and its use corresponds
to the Pan-European trends [12]. Hydropower was employed at, for instance, grain mills,
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sawmills, tilt hammers, and paper, grinding, oil, and weaving mills. The dominance of
hydropower persevered until the industrial revolution of the 19th century. Since then,
steam, diesel, and electric power supplies have gradually replaced it. However, in several
industrial segments (e.g., the food industry), hydropower embodied a significant source
of energy until the mid-20th century. During that century, the role of hydropower in
electricity generation gained significant importance. The development of hydropower and
the creation of the first hydropower plants at the turn of the 19th and the 20th centuries
were related to, among other aspects, the availability of efficient water turbines and the
possibility of transmitting electricity remotely [13]. In connection with the major social
and economic changes that took place in the Czech lands (Czechoslovakia) in the mid-20th
century, and in association with the new energy policy of the state, the vast network of
small hydropower plants was abolished as ineffective [14,15]. This trend stopped at the end
of the same century, and now water energy in the Czech Republic is on the rise again. This
change stemmed from several factors. The overloaded central power grid and its technical
underdevelopment, which manifested itself in frequent power outages, prompted the state
authorities to re-establish a number of small hydroelectric power plants, which had served
as a backup element of the power grid from the late 1970s and early 1980s. At the same time,
these plants constituted a source of clean energy, and their introduction was a response to
the increasingly obvious environmental burden caused by a preference for coal-fired power
stations. The demand for greener energy sources became even stronger after 1989 when the
issue began to be publicly (and freely) discussed. At that time, a fundamental change in
the business domain also made it possible to operate these energy facilities privately [16].

In studying WPFs and their conditions, i.e., whether or not they exist, in what state
they are, and where they are located, both cartographic and other archival materials find
broad application. Old military topographic maps, in particular, have been of special
importance since the mid-18th century; from the 19th century onwards, they have achieved
a relatively solid positional accuracy by exploiting triangulation methods [17,18]. True
to their name, these precise maps were drawn mainly for military purposes: capturing
objects strategic for the relocation of armies, the use of economic facilities, accommodation
capacities, transport routes, or river crossings [17,19]. Old topographic maps, however,
also provide a basic overview of land use or settlement structure [20]; therefore, they can
be utilized in studies of land-use changes [21,22] or archaeology [23]. In relation to the
WPFs, let us also note that they can be applied in reconstructions or renewals of water
management systems [24–26].

This article exposes the more than 250-year long history of hydropower in a central
European region with a tumultuous socioeconomic development. This area—the Moravice
river basin, a part of the so-called Sudetenland—was affected by the interweaving of both
the Czech/Czechoslovak and the dominant German population, thus also being strongly
affected by the postwar (after 1945) development and the associated population changes.
The aim of the research is to:

- Assess the transformations of the WPFs in the study area from the mid-18th century
till the present, based on an analysis of available cartographic and historical (archival)
sources;

- Demonstrate on selected examples of WPFs the (dis)continuity of production and its
varied typology determined by the local and society-wide conditions;

- Capture the broader context of the economic development of this area and establish
whether and to what extent the development of WPFs was influenced by the fun-
damental change in the socioeconomic and national structures of the post-WW II
population.

2. Study Area

The Moravice river basin is located in the northeast of the Czech Republic and stretches
predominantly in the west–east direction. The basin’s area equals 945 km2, and its main
stream is the Moravice river, a waterway about 102 km long, whose springs are located in
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the Hrubý Jeseník Mountains at an altitude of 1150 m. The rugged mountainous relief in the
western portion of the basin passes into a gently undulating plateau with the deep valley
of the Moravice river. The lowest part of the basin, below the town of Hradec nad Moravicí,
has a mainly hilly or lowland relief and a predominantly agricultural character. The
watercourse empties into the Opava river, east of the town of Opava. The main tributaries
of the Moravice river are the Podolský creek, the Černý creek, and the Hvozdnice river.

Due to the high runoff, the Moravice river and its tributaries have always been used for
water management. From the perspective of using natural sources and land, the Moravice
river basin can be divided into two segments, namely, the upper and the lower parts
(Figure 1). In the upper portion, the largest settlement centers—Bruntál and Rýmařov—
were established primarily in connection with the mining of precious metals and ore
processing. At the beginning of the 19th century, ore mining experienced a decline, and the
region switched to flax production. In contrast to the upper part of the basin, the lower
segment was used predominantly for agriculture. In this area, the Moravice river has a
relatively large longitudinal slope, resulting in significant hydropower potential, unlike
other comparable streams in the Czech Republic.
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Figure 1. An overview map of the Moravice river basin.

From the demographic point of view, the river basin embodies a less populated region.
This is due to the specific geographical conditions and historical context. The basin is a part
of the so-called Sudetenland, which had been inhabited mainly by the German population
for centuries. This concerns mainly the regions around the towns of Rýmařov, Bruntál,
and Vítkov. A much smaller proportion of Germans lived in the Opava region (Figure 2a).
A demographic regression, already evident in the interwar period, was later exacerbated
by the postwar events when the population often decreased by more than 20% compared
with 1930 (Figure 2b). As a result of the expulsion of the German population after World
War II, there occurred a fundamental and unprecedented change in the population number
and structure [27]. The number of people of German nationality dropped conspicuously
low, comprised virtually exclusively of persons with a declared antifascist attitude, people
indispensable to the state (e.g., forestry experts), and mixed Czech–German marriages. The
original German population was replaced with Czechs or Slovaks, often from the interior,
or repatriates from abroad [28,29]. In the cases of Bruntál and Rýmařov, however, the rate of
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immediate replacement of the original population was around 45% and decreased further in
the following years because of the departure of the settlers (Table 1). The total count in the
region never returned to prewar levels, not even in connection with the enormous natural
population increase during the 1970s and 1980s, which was a state-wide Czechoslovak
demographic phenomenon. The concentration of manufacturing to large plants, in the spirit
of the concept of an even distribution of industry, and the diversity of transport connections
affected the population density. Industrial and traditional administrative centers with more
diversified infrastructures grew, while the countryside remained sparsely populated. Some
regions were even affected by emigration, which was related to the demise of small and
medium-sized establishments, among other factors. The region can be characterized as a
socioeconomic periphery [28,30,31].

Table 1. The population in selected former judicial districts between 1930 and 1950.

Judicial District (1930)
Czech/* German name

1930 1950 Rel. Change [%]
1930 to 1950All Germans [%] All

Rýmařov/* Römerstadt 27,227 98.3 20,947 −23.1
Bruntál/* Freudenthal 23,339 97.3 17,447 −25.2

Horní Benešov/*
Bennisch 15,176 97.5 6992 −53.9

Dvorce/* Hof 11,297 98.4 8887 −21.3
Vítkov/* Wigstadtl 14,151 79.4 9542 −32.6
Opava/* Troppau 77,968 34.3 89,737 +15.1

* German name.
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1950 (source: Statistický lexikon obcí v republice Československé, II. Země Moravskoslezská, 1930;
Historický lexikon obcí České republiky 1869–2005, I. díl, 2006).
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3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Cartographic and Evidence Sources

Several cartographic sources and related registers were employed to identify the water-
powered facilities: old topographic maps, old cadastral maps, the list of small water works
from 1930, the State Water Management Plan of 1953, and a database of water mills in the
Czech Republic. The characteristics of the cartographic sources are given in Table 2.

Table 2. A summary of the cartographic sources applied in the identification procedures.

Mapping Period Scale Approximate
Accuracy [m]

1st Austrian military survey 1763–1768 1:28,800 300
2nd Austrian military survey 1837–1840 1:28,800 30
3rd Austrian military survey 1876 1:25,000 25

Czechoslovakian military mapping
1955–1956;

1986–1987 *,
1995–1996 *

1:25,000 15

Stable Cadastre 1826–1843 1:2880 3
* Czechoslovak military maps from 1986–1987 and 1995–1996 were used only for the research of hydroelectric
power stations.

The rather poor positional accuracy of the 1st Austrian Military Survey maps stemmed
from the insufficient cartographic methods and geodetic foundations with the transforma-
tion of the polynomial type [18]. However, these maps can be utilized in identifying point
WPFs thanks to their continuity or continuity of other objects in their near vicinity (e.g., sig-
nificant buildings such as churches). The search for specific localities on watercourses can
be systematically specified according to the spacing of individual facilities on watercourses
in connection with tributaries, raceways, or the road network. A similar procedure was
followed in, e.g., the identification of river ferries in the Czech Republic [19].

To identify the WPFs, we analyzed the map keys of the old topographic maps and
created a procedure for working in geographic information systems. The ArcGIS software,
version 10.x, was employed to facilitate the analyses. The accuracy of the topographic maps
(Table 2) is based on experience with georeferencing old cartographic sources from Central
Europe, namely, the Austro–Hungarian empire [17,18], and georeferencing maps from 1876,
1955–1956, 1986–1987, and 1995–1996. Maps of the stable cadastre at a more detailed scale
were used predominantly for refining the localization of the WPFs in the maps from the 19th
century. Based on the experience with the accuracy, the WPFs were first identified on the
3rd Austrian military survey maps, and their database was created. We then compared the
facilities with maps from the previous periods (1763–1768 and 1837–1840) and incorporated
any and all additional WPFs in the database. The database contains the type of facility, its
functionality in the individual mapped periods, name, location according to cadaster, and
use at present. There is also a relation to two separate historical databases of WMSs from
1930 and 1953.

The database from 1930 [32] constitutes the first comprehensive list of water-powered
facilities in what is now the Czech Republic. This register, produced by the Ministry of
Finance for tax purposes, contains the name of the watercourse, address of the facility,
information about the operator or owner, type, flow, and power of the facility, number and
type of the water drive, and raceway-related information. The information is registered
according to the territorial jurisdiction of the district financial directorates. The database
from 1953 [33] contains similar data, as it embodied a part of the comprehensive state water
management plan of Czechoslovakia, published by the Water management development
and investment center in Brno. The information was published according to the most
important river basins or parts thereof.

When interpreting the results based on the old topographic maps, we have to take into
account the limitations inherent in these documents [34,35]. These deficiencies include the
spatial accuracy, ambiguity of the drawn object, and inferior readability of the map due to
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its age, storage conditions, and manipulation. A reasonable degree of spatial accuracy can
be achieved via backward editing, where the most recent and, therefore, the most spatially
accurate map serves as a source for the older maps [36]. The ambiguity of the drawn object
and worsened readability are more serious problems, especially in connection with WPFs
and their types. A substantial number of WPFs were thus either assigned only a pictogram
for a waterwheel without a closer specification or given the pictogram was hard to read.

3.2. Archive Sources

To describe the development of the facilities, we used primarily archival sources. The
main sources were embodied in the fonds of the Provincial Archive in Opava (the fonds
of large estates in particular) and in the fonds of the State District Archives in Bruntál
and Opava (including, in particular, the fonds of the district authorities, together with
those of the local and district national committees). Additional sources comprised, for
instance, water books on the individual facilities, municipality chronicles, and estate funds.
Cadastres from the Moravian Provincial Archive in Brno were used too. To place the history
of the study area into a wider context, we investigated expert literature, focusing on the
economic development of Czechoslovakia (especially in the modern era), the expulsion
of the German population, and the fates of the border areas after 1945. We also utilized
regional literature and specialized studies in relevant scientific journals. The statistical data
were provided by topographic maps and population surveys (the 1930 and 1950 censuses
in particular).

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Water-Powered Facilities Recorded on Old Topographic Maps

In total, 194 WPFs were recorded on the old topographic maps. Generally, maps
from the 18th and the 19th centuries contained more of the WPFs than the 20th century
ones, with the majority of the recorded WPFs (155) found in the period of 1837–1840. The
distribution of WPFs in the upper, middle, and lower parts of the study area was more or
less balanced, with fluctuations in the individual periods.

The results from the old topographic maps exhibit the main trends in the development
of the number and typology of the WPFs in the study area (Table 3). The peak in the
number of the WPFs recorded in the mid-19th century had most likely been caused by the
agricultural revolution at the end of the 18th and the beginning of the 19th centuries [34]. A
slight decline at the end of the 19th century was caused by the concentration of many WPFs
into larger industrial units. The relatively stable number and structure of the WPFs were
significantly interrupted after 1945, as is reflected in the maps from 1955–1956. Concerning
the types of WPFs, grain mills dominated in all of the researched periods. Iron processing
facilities, wire mills, in particular, were also common (Figure 3). Small hydropower plants
(13 facilities) were captured for the first time on the 1955–1956 topographic maps. The
paper mills in the upper part and the textile production facilities in the lower portion of
the study area had ceased to exist. Further, the number of grain mills and iron production
facilities had declined steeply, but this was compensated to some extent by their conversion
to hydropower plants. At present, only hydropower plants use water as their propulsion
medium, and other WPFs do not exist.

Due to the problems associated with the old maps (see Section 3.1), a substantial
quantity of the identified WPFs were assigned the general category of grain mill, leading to
a probable overestimation of their number. On the other hand, the dominance of grain mills
was also recorded in those historical databases that provide more detailed information
about the individual WPFs (see Section 4.2), giving some validity to the results from the
topographic maps.
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Table 3. The types of water-powered facilities recorded in the topographic maps of the upper and the
lower parts of the Moravice river basin.

Type of Facility 1763–1768 1837–1840 1876 1955–1956 2021

upper part

Paper mill 0 3 5 0 0
Sawmill 0 1 4 2 0

Powder mill 0 0 0 0 0
Textile production a 2 1 2 3 0
Hydropower plant 0 0 0 6 11

Grain mill 50 66 44 7 0
Iron production b 7 10 10 3 0

lower part

Paper mill 0 3 5 0 0
Sawmill 0 1 2 1 0

Powder mill 1 1 1 0 0
Textile production a 0 1 2 0 0
Hydropower plant 0 0 0 7 12

Grain mill 65 70 65 16 0
Iron production b 0 0 0 0 0

TOTAL upper/lower 59/66 81/74 65/72 21/26 11/12
a Rolling mill, bleach mill, spinning mill, textile factory; b wire mill, tilt hammer, ironworks mill, forge mill,
engineering.
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4.2. Water-Powered Facilities Recorded in the Historical Databases from 1930 and 1953

The historical database from 1930 recorded 144 WPFs in the study area, while 1953
one recorded 83 WPFs. Grain mills dominated, in agreement with the trends regarding
the types of WPFs recorded on the topographic maps. Unlike the topographic maps, both
databases incorporated more than one type for each facility and (in the case of the 1953
database) also conveyed whether the waterpower source was functional or not and whether
the facility was in operation. Therefore, out of the 83 WPFs, only 60 had remained fully
functional in 1953. This fact was most likely reflected in the 1955–1956 topographic maps,
where only 45 WPFs were recorded. The destroyed or only partly functional facilities were
situated mostly in the upper part of the study area (Figure 4). The fully functional WPFs
could be found on the Moravice river and its more significant tributaries that exhibited a
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higher concentration of these WPFs. The findings reflect the socioeconomic changes that
occurred after 1945 and are described in detail within Section 4.5.
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The unique information obtained from the historical databases concerned not only the
state of the functionality of the recorded WPFs but also their types and information about
the water engine. In 1930, 21 facilities combined 2 functions, and 3 facilities combined three
functions (e.g., grain mill, hydropower plant, and sawmill). In 1953, a combination of two
functions was recorded in 11 facilities, and a combination of three functions in 1 facility. In
relative terms, there was a decrease in the number of multitype WPFs (17% of the WPFs in
1930 and 14% in 1953), pointing to a simplification and specialization of the WPFs and a
production concentration into larger units.

Regarding the water engines, 168 were functional in 1930, and their number dropped to
106 in 1953. While in 1930, overshot waterwheels dominated (81), in 1953, only 26 items of
this type remained. Further, the number of breast and undershot waterwheels had declined.
Francis turbines dominated, and their number increased from 54 in 1930 to 62 in 1953. The
number of plants with specific engine types includes plants with a combination of several
engines, e.g., a plant with a breastshot waterwheel and a Francis turbine. The total number of
plants, therefore, includes a combination of 147 plants in 144 WPFs in 1930 and 94 plants in
83 WPFs in 1953. In both periods, using a combination of two identical engines was typical.
While in 1930, the engine type was represented by two overshot waterwheels, in 1953, Francis
turbines had come to dominate. Thus, the more efficient technology prevailed. Regarding the
power capacity, the water engines installed in 1930 generated 4235 kW, while those installed
in 1953 generated 4154 kW, despite their smaller number. This shows that a more efficient
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technology was used in 1953. By contrast, 23 hydropower plants running in 2021 produced
5852 kW.

4.3. Hydropower Plants in 1930–2021

Waterwheels had traditionally been employed to drive production facilities. Towards
the end of the 19th century, more efficient water turbines began gradually to supplement
and replace the wheels. Both waterwheels and turbines started to be employed for elec-
tricity generation from the beginning of the 20th century. A comprehensive overview
of hydropower plants in the area of interest (Figure 5 and Table 4) was compiled using
the 1930 and 1953 state databases and the current list of licenses provided by the Energy
Regulatory Office. There is no sufficient evidence for the second half of the 20th century;
however, the existence of hydropower plants could be derived from the topographic maps
from 1986–1987 and 1995–1996.

Table 4. A list of the hydropower plants in the Moravice river basin between 1930 and 2021, including
the types of water engines * and power, where available (sorted alphabetically).

Location ID in Figure 5 Previous Function 1930 1953 1986 1995 2021

Bruntál 23 grain mill 1 × F (18 kW) 1 × F (14 kW) - - -
Břidličná 20 none 3 × F (100 kW) 2 × T (371 kW) - - -

Hor. Václavov 5 grain mill 1 × W (8 kW) 1 × W (7 kW) existing existing 2 × F (112 kW)
Hor. Václavov 4 wire mill 2 × F (unknown) 2 × F (102 kW) - - -
Hradec n. Mor. 41 paper mill 1 × F (48 kW) 1 × F (36 kW) - - 3 × T (9.5 kW)

Jakartovice 44 grain mill 1 × W (4.8 kW) 1 × W (4.5 kW) - - -
Karlov p. Prad. 2 grain mill 1 × F (9.9 kW) - - - -
Karlov p. Prad. 1 unknown 1 × W (15 kW) - - - -

Karlovec 24 sawmill 1 × W (13 kW) 1 × W (12 kW) - - -
Kerhartice 29 grain mill 2 × F (104 kW) 2 × F (78 kW) - - -

Kružberk (dam) 30 none - - - existing 1 × F (430 kW)
Leskovec n.

Mor. 26 grain mill 1 × W (15.5 kW) 1 × W (16 kW) - - -

Leskovec n.
Mor. 25 grain mill 1 × W (14.2 kW) - - - -

Lhotka u Vítk. 35 none - - existing existing 1 × F (4080 kW)
Malá Morávka 3 chain factory - - - - 3 × T (49 kW)

Malá Štáhle 6 grain mill 4 × W (4.15 kW) 2 × W (23 kW) - - -
Melč 34 grain mill 1 × F (47 kW) 1 × F (35 kW) existing existing -
Melč 33 none - - - - 1 × S (18.5 kW)

Moravice 32 grain mill 1 × F (40.5 kW) 1 × F (31 kW) existing existing -
Nová Pláň 21 unknown 1 × F, 1 × G (68.6 kW) 2 × F, 1 × G (193 kW) - - -

Opava−Komárov 43 none - unknown - - 4 × T (37 kW)
Opava−Kylešovice 42 grain mill 1 × F (45.5 kW) 1 × F (37 kW) existing existing 1 × F (45 kW)

Rýmařov 15 grain mill 2 × F (32.8 kW) 2 × F (37 kW) - - -
Rýmařov 14 grain mill 1 × F (15 kW) 1 × F (11 kW) - - 2 × T (33.5 kW)
Rýmařov 16 none 1 × W (12.2 kW) 1 × F, 1 × W (28 kW) - - -
Rýmařov 11 grain mill 1 × F (34 kW) 1 × F (25 kW) - - 1 × F (22 kW)
Rýmařov 12 unknown 1 × F (40 kW) - - - -
Rýmařov 13 grain mill 1 × W (2.5 kW) 1 × F (30 kW) - - 2 × B (77 kW)
Rýmařov 10 grain mill - - - - 1 × F (12 kW) O

Slezská Harta 28 grain mill 1 × F (28.8 kW) 1 × T (19 kW) - - -
Slezská Harta

(dam) 27 none - - - - 2 × F (3120 kW)

Stará Ves 9 wire mill 1 × G (19 kW) - - - 1 × K, 1 × F (43 kW)
Stará Ves 8 none - - - - unknown
Stará Ves 7 steel works 1 × F (150 kW) - existing existing 1 × F (110 kW)

Staré Město 22 grain mill 1 × W (3.25 kW) - - - -
Staré

Těchanovice 31 grain mill 1 × W (13.44 kW) 1 × K (36 kW) - - 1 × K (22 kW)

Velká Štáhle 19 grain mill 1 × F (43 kW) 1 × F (32 kW) existing existing 1 × F (22 kW)
Velká Štáhle 18 sawmill 1 × F (44.8 kW) 1 × F (36 kW) - - -
Velká Štáhle 17 grain mill - - - - 1 × K (19 kW)

Vítkov−Podhradí 38 paper mill 2 × F (300 kW) 2 × F (334 kW) - - 1 × F, 1 × B (130 kW)
Vítkov−Podhradí 36 none - - - - unknown
Vítkov−Podhradí 37 none - - existing existing 1 × V, 1 × K (248 kW)

Žimrovice 39 paper mill 2 × F (1660 kW) 2 × F (1235 kW) existing U existing U 2 × F (950 kW)
Žimrovice 40 wood grinding mill 2 × F (246 kW) 2 × F (246 kW) - - -

* W—waterwheel, F—Francis turbine, G—Girard turbine, B—Bánki turbine, K—Kaplan turbine, S—screw turbine,
V—gravitation water vortex turbine, T—unknown type of turbine, existing—in the map but not specified, U—not
in the map, O—out of order.
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The continuity of hydropower plants is expressed in Table 4. In total, 33 hydropower
plants existed in 1930, with 2 out of order. With the exception of 3, all plants were established
in already running WPFs, and 11 were propelled by waterwheels. Due to the postwar
events, some of the plants stopped functioning, and by 1953 only 25 plants existed (of which
1 was nonfunctioning). The number of waterwheels had dropped to six. A more significant
decline in electricity generation during the postwar period was caused by changes in the
population and economy and also by connecting settlements to the central distribution
network (see Section 4.5). The decline in the number of hydropower plants continued
in the later period. The only exception was the Lhotka power plant (put into operation
in 1960), built on a pressure pipeline connecting the Kružberk reservoir with the water
treatment plant in Vítkov-Podhradí. In 1986–1987, only nine hydropower plants were
represented in the topographic map in the Moravice river basin. Nevertheless, because of
the growing demand for electricity in the second half of the 1980s [15], old hydropower
plants started to be restored, usually along with the corresponding water management
infrastructure (weirs, raceways). In this context, it must be acknowledged that the actual
number of hydropower plants in 1995–1996 was probably higher than that (ten) shown
in the corresponding topographic map. At present, 23 hydropower plants are operating
in the study area. Most of these were built through restoration at places with a history of
hydropower use; only four were constructed at locations with no WPF history.
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4.4. The (dis)Continuity of Water-Powered Facilities between 1763 and 2021

The continuity of the operation of the individual WPFs was assessed according to
their presence in all researched sources, i.e., five topographic maps and two state registers.
Out of the 194 WPFs, only four existed through all the study periods. In the past, they
were operated as grain mills and later changed their function to become paper mills or
machine works. In addition to these, there are 18 facilities whose operation had been
interrupted in the past but was eventually restored; these WPFs thus follow the historical
use of hydropower. Including one hydroelectric plant that was established in the latest
period, there are only 23 WPFs (all serving as hydropower plants) operated in the Moravice
river basin; this then illustrates the massive reduction of WPFs in the region.

The most significant drop in the quantity of the WPFs appeared between the 1930s
and the 1950s (41 facilities) and, subsequently, after the 1950s (69 facilities). Often, these
facilities had a long history that was disrupted by the impacts of WWII, namely, the
aforementioned expulsion of German inhabitants and the emergence of a socialist economy
that concentrated the production into larger facilities, making many smaller ones shut
down. These facilities assumed different functions over time or had combined functions.
In addition, some of the facilities existed only for a shorter period of time and were never
reopened. The demise of these enterprises was linked to normal location aspects and a
competitive environment, mainly in the upper part of the basin.

4.5. Societal and Economic Changes Affecting Water-Powered Facilities

The changes after 1945, reflected in the number and structure of the WPFs, had a
broader socioeconomic dimension. The study area is situated in a region (Sudetenland) that
was strongly affected by the expulsion of the German population after World War II. Before
the war, the local Germans owned a majority of the production facilities. These facilities
were then confiscated after 1945. The newcomers, however, lacked a mental connection
with the region and often also the knowledge and predispositions to continue the local
production. The knowledge of the historical context of (not only) the water-powered
facilities before the mid-20th century, therefore, disappeared from the collective memory.
The different socioeconomic structure of the population and its steep decline resulted in a
massive production discontinuity. Another change in the ownership structure occurred
after the communist coup of 1948 when the facilities were nationalized. The new state
economic policy did not reflect the production continuity, leading to radical changes in
the economy of the region during the second half of the 20th century. The production
underwent reorganization and restructuralization, during which a part of the production
facilities was closed due to redundancy and unprofitability (namely, owing to a lack of
employees and interest in working in industrial sectors). This concerned mainly solitary
facilities with difficult accessibility or a high war damage rate. Unused facilities—both
buildings and machinery—fell into disrepair, and in the 1950s, their revitalization was no
longer profitable; thus, a substantial portion of them were demolished. In some cases, a
whole industry sector was abandoned, and the related village became a popular tourist
center throughout the year. A part of the production was then moved to the hinterland
or Slovakia within the new state economic policy [28]. The companies that continued
operating were usually more efficient facilities with high-quality transport connections,
and they provided for state-organized employment in the investigated area. The preferred
production facilities concentrated in, among other locations, the larger towns (Bruntál,
Rýmařov, Břidličná or the Opava agglomeration). These localities had also been resettled,
with the exception of the Opava region, where the population structure and count did not
change much due to the prevalent non-German population (Figure 2). The concentration
of production since the early 1970s was also deepened by the state concept of spatial
development, i.e., the so-called central system, abandoned in the 1990s. The production
decline in this region was also related to the increased recreational potential (primarily
for the population of the nearby Ostrava industrial agglomeration) and the strengthened
protection of the local landscape (designation of a Protected Landscape Area in 1969).
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Besides the fundamental societal and macroeconomic changes, a natural decline of
the WPFs has occurred since the end of the 19th century due to replacing waterpower
with modern power sources (oil, electricity). The onset of electricity was associated with
processes such as transforming some of the WPFs (grain mills in particular) to small
hydropower plants that incorporated a system of water turbines. Electricity was used
for the mechanical propulsion of factories or their lighting. Later, the hydropower plants
became local energy sources for the surrounding areas. The connection of settlements to the
central energy network led to a gradual reduction in the count of functional waterpower
plants. The attitude of large state companies, which refused to use local, small electricity
producers [15], and the state support of large hydropower plants, played a significant role in
this trend. Many of the WPFs were also destroyed during the construction of two important
water reservoirs, namely, Kružberk (built 1948–1955) and Slezská Harta (1987–1997). The
decline of the small hydropower plants ended with the waning 1970s and the turn of the
1980s (see Section 4.3).

4.6. Examples of Water-Powered Facilities and Their History

Despite the turbulent socioeconomic changes that affected the region after 1945, there
are a lot of WPFs with a tradition of over a hundred years. Some changed their field of
activity because of the ownership transfer or the economic and societal demand (a typical
change was grain mill—sawmill, tilt hammer—small hydropower plant), while others
showed long-term stability in preserving one particular type of production. Such stability
was nevertheless typical, above all, of large facilities with high economic potential. By
contrast, medium-sized and small facilities changed their production or even ceased to
exist in the postwar period because of a lack of trained staff and a fundamental transfor-
mation of the state’s economic strategy (see Section 2). Consequently, it is possible to find
facilities with different types of development, including those whose operation with a
water-management function has never been interrupted.

An example of a plant that has retained its function and manufacturing tradition
until the present is the paper factory in Žimrovice. This WPF came into being in 1891 and
very soon ranked among the efficient Austrian (Czech) Silesia-based paper manufacturers,
such as those established in Krnov, Opava, and Hradec nad Moravicí, that were converted
from grain mills to paper mills [37]. To promote the energy self-sufficiency and overall
economy of the company, a unique, 5.5 km long raceway with tunnels and aqueducts was
built (Figure 6). The upper part of the raceway brought water for technical and energy
generation purposes and allowed wood transportation (Figure 7). The lower portion was
shortly employed to support woodwork; after that, however, its role shifted to solely
generating electricity in the paper mill. Girard turbines, later substituted with Francis
turbines, were utilized to power the machines. The premises were comprised of two
hydropower plants: one directly in the main part of the industrial zone the other on the
lower raceway. The plants initially powered smaller machines and provided lighting and
then also ensured overall electrification of the premises. After being connected to the
central distribution network, the paper mill began to be capable of supplying the generated
electricity to Opava in the event of a surplus or a shutdown. The lower hydropower
plant existed until 1957, whereas the upper one has survived to this day to support the
production. In 1945, the mill became part of a large national company consisting of several
originally independent constituents. The mill is currently owned by a large multinational
company [38,39].
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Another facility that has maintained its manufacturing importance rests in the Malá
Morávka ironworks. The wider area of the village embodies one of the largest iron ore
districts in northern Moravia, active as early as the 16th century. The blast furnaces are
traced to 1618, thus being among the oldest of their kind in the Czech lands [39]. In the
mid-19th century, the ironworks consisted of a chain sawmill, a sawmill, and a grinding
mill. Later, a wire and nail factory completed the set. At the beginning of the 20th century,
the three waterwheels were replaced with an 85 horsepower (hp) spiral turbine in the wire
factory. Similarly, a 14.4 hp turbine that substituted one of the waterwheels found use
also in the chain factory (Figure 8). The highest production rate and count of employees
were reached in the 1930s. The iron processing plant remained operative even after 1945,
turning into a subsidiary that changed affiliation several times. The manufacturing of
chains was terminated in 1967, and the new program focused on components for the
automotive industry; iron production, however, has been preserved and continues till the
present day [40–43]. A modern hydropower station near the ironworks was built after 2000.
The water is supplied through a 400 m long raceway, which follows the original—albeit
shortened—track. The electricity to enter the public grid is generated by three turbines
with a total output of 49 kW.

In the investigated area, similarly to other regions of the Czech lands, the key energy
companies were nationalized. This concerned, above all, the power plants and distribution
infrastructure. During 1945–1946, the state took over the municipal power plants in, for
instance, Bruntál, Rýmařov, and Horní Benešov. The ownership status then changed
accordingly also in the private (corporate) power plants, such as those of Karlov, Velká
Štáhl, or Janušov. Organizationally, these works all merged into the newly established
national energy company [28].

The hydropower plant in the village of Karlovec exemplifies a nationalized energy
company and, at the same time, illustrates the postwar chaos. The station was functional
already in the interwar period. In 1934, the waterwheels were substituted with a Francis
turbine having an output of 35 hp and a slope of about 4.3 m. The water coming to the
facility had previously powered a sawmill. The produced electricity served the villagers
for operating purposes during the day and enabled lighting during the night. In 1946,
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the plant was confiscated (the owner had been of German origin); however, only the
electricity production was nationalized. The facility became part of an electricity company
that was not interested in running the plant, putting it out of use in 1949. The village
authority took an interest in supporting the connected sawmill, which would use the
hydropower plant; however, due to the confiscation-related confusion (potential return
of the original owners) and the unfeasibility of private business after 1948, the intention
did not materialize. Despite the local government appealing to the authorities, the entire
hydropower facility eventually deteriorated to be demolished in the mid-1950s [41]. The
village, moreover, had to give way to the Slezská Harta reservoir, a project completed in
the 1990s.
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A locality with multiple hydropower facilities scattered across is a part of village area
of Stará Ves at the confluence of Podolský and Stříbrný creeks. Although largely abandoned
in the later periods, Stará Ves had long profited from the hydrological mode of both
creeks and the rich sources of minerals (iron in particular), hosting many WPFs that were
established to support the iron processing and woodworking sectors. The oldest facility
rested in the currently defunct paper mill, built together with a raceway in 1682. The mill’s
productivity reached a peak during the 18th century, only to fall through a steady decline
by the mid-19th century. At that time, a new steelworks was built, locally referred to as
Anna’s steel mill (Figures 9 and 10). Due to a markedly increased demand for waterpower,
a prolate reservoir—existing to this day—was constructed to receive water from Podolský
creek (via an approximately 700 m long underground raceway) and Stříbrný creek (by an
open raceway). The water from the reservoir then flew along a trough to reach the inlet,
from which it was conducted through an underground feeder towards the propulsion
unit. A gradient of several meters allowed operating the steelworks (rolling mill) and the
adjoining production units. Currently, these channels supply a small hydropower plant
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restored in 1956. The wastewater was discharged via an underground tunnel into another
reservoir, one near the confluence of the creeks. The pond enabled the users to enhance the
discharge in a stream powering a sawmill. Such a system of reservoirs and raceways, albeit
designed gradually, embodied an inovative project that led to a strengthening of the water
flow in the individual raceways, an effect achieved with bridging trunks. The steelworks
were originally powered by waterwheels, later substituted with a 150 hp Francis turbine.
The works closed down after the war and were demolished. The sawmill first employed
a waterwheel, integrated a portable engine in 1872, and finally accommodated a Francis
turbine in 1923. The mill has remained operative to this day and is supplied by a small,
modern hydropower plant. Other water-powered facilities in Stará hut’ included Tereza’s
steelworks (initially a wire and a stamping mills, later also ironworks and fittings), running
a Girad turbine since 1887, and Ferdinand’s steelworks (whose constituents comprised,
among others, a wire mill and, later, a chain mill), powered by a Francis turbine. The
postwar histories of these works remain effectively unknown [41,42]. The WPF in the
village of Stará Ves needed utility wood to function; therefore, several reservoirs (splash
dams) were built in the upper reaches of Podolský creeks and its tributaries to deliver such
wood to the WPF. One of these water areas was restored to its original character in 2014
(Figure 11); other splash dams, however, progressively disappeared and can be only partly
identified in the present-day landscape. The old creek beds were modified to support wood
rafting, but due to them not being used in this manner for a long time, there are no traces
of the modifications anymore [41].
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Figure 10. The water management components in Stará Ves: (a) the raceway from Stříbrný creek
towards the reservoir (b), from which the water is conducted through a concrete raceway (c) in the
direction of Ann’s melter power plant (d); (e) the flume of the lower raceway, crossing Stříbrný creek
and taking the water towards the waterpower plant (f); and (g) the lowermost waterpower plant at
the former Ferdinand‘s smelter.
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Figure 11. The splash dam on Splavský creek: (a) a historical technical drawing from 1863, and
(b) the current state after a 2014 reconstruction.

After 1989, in connection with another major social and economic shift, many facilities
or premises were restored. Small hydropower plants, such as that in Hradec nad Moravicí,
illustrate the process. The plant named herein is situated in an area where a sawmill and a
paper mill were established already in the mid-18th century. A textile-spinning mill was
added to the set in 1827. The water was delivered from the Moravice river via a forked,
857 m long raceway. One of the branches led to the sawmill, while the other ended at
the paper mill. The water from the raceway also irrigated the surrounding meadows.
In 1912, a hydropower plant was launched within the paper mill, employing a Francis
turbine that had been installed in 1909. Expanding the plant caused the mill’s productivity
to decrease. The hydropower station was then modernized several times (1922, 1935);
during the second overhaul, the original turbine was replaced with a Kaplan one. The
plant supplied electricity to households and businesses and provided lightning until 1949
when it ceased operating. The initial raceway nevertheless continued to service the local
chateau, watering its gardens and meadows; the paper mill, restored in the 1950s (and
still operating); and, later, the public swimming pool [41]. The hydropower plant was
restored in 1985 at its previous location (handling regulations, 2014) (Figure 12); presently,
it is supplied through an 850 m long raceway and utilizes two turbines with a total output
of 10 kW.
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plant at the defunct grain mill (source: State District Archives in Opava, Opava District Office).

4.7. Discussion

The Moravice river basin was selected for the analysis because it constitutes a region
with a centuries-old manufacturing tradition in which water played a central role as a
dominant energy source. At the same time, the basin can be considered a region where
the production continuity was fundamentally disrupted in the middle of the 20th century.
The study area is located in the Sudetenland, a part of the Czech lands (Czechoslovakia,
later the Czech Republic) and Poland; the province is mostly hilly, encompassing foothills
and mountains. These predispositions then determined the livelihood of the local people:
textile, glass, and iron processing dominated, together with the well-developed mining
of various ores. From the perspective of agriculture, flax and fodder cultivation was the
focus, with grain becoming a complementary activity [44]. The study area differed from
other parts of the Czech lands not only in the preferred production segments but also in
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the ethnic composition: the borderland, where the Moravice river basin is situated, was
populated predominantly by Germans.

The target region exhibits a high concentration of water-powered facilities. For cen-
turies, water was the only source of energy for the grain mills, tilt hammers, paper mills,
and ironworks. The transition to modern energy sources, i.e., steam and electricity, occurred
in the second half of the 19th and at the beginning of the 20th centuries [45,46]. This trend
arose from technological advancement and developed across not only the study area and
other parts of the Sudetenland but also the Czech lands in general and, in the broader
context, Central and Western Europe [47–50]. Concurrently, the waterwheel was replaced
with more powerful turbines of various types [46].

The natural evolution and manufacturing traditions of the study area were interrupted
in the mid-20th century through the abovementioned social and economic changes (see
Section 4.5). In this connection, two factors had a major impact: 1. the nearly complete ex-
pulsion of the German population, and 2. the radical transformation of property ownership,
associated with the nationalization of all large-scale and later also small-scale enterprises.
While the nationalization was a nationwide process, the expulsion affected the border re-
gions or large hinterland cities (such as Brno and Olomouc) in particular. In this respect, the
fates of the study area, the Sudetenland, differed significantly from the interior of Bohemia
and Moravia. The expulsion of the Germans had a pronounced effect in terms of production
discontinuity. Similar factors with comparable impacts on the development of WPFs were
also identified in the neighboring countries, namely, Poland [46] and Slovakia [51].

Property ownership-related transitions took place throughout the Eastern bloc but
were not uniform, involving fundamental differences. The study area is a part of the
former Czechoslovakia, which at the time embodied the most industrialized country
in Central Europe. This distinguishes its development from the less advanced Eastern
European nations, such as Hungary or Romania [25]. Thus, the nationalization-induced
changes in Czechoslovakia proved more severe than those executed farther to the east.
Moreover, adjacent Poland, Hungary, and East Germany followed less straightforward
paths, making the deprivatization markedly less strict; small craft trade licenses and minor
agricultural enterprises were allowed to continue through the socialist era [52]. In terms
of the population displacement and settlement transfer, the Czechoslovak Sudetenland
resembles, to some extent, the western sectors of Poland [53].

Developing the WPFs in the upper part of the Moravice river basin differed from those
European countries where the form of ownership had remained the same [50]. Within the
area of interest, small WPFs (grain mills) were discontinued due to the nationalization;
the buildings underwent alterations or disappeared, having been demolished, and the
raceways were backfilled. Only such premises that belonged to larger factories remained
operational, satisfying the aim to create large companies in a planned manner to maintain
the population in the region. This was also supported by the construction of residential
homes on former demolition sites. In some of the localities, we can talk about a transition
from the predominantly secondary (industrial centers Rýmařov, Bruntál, Břidličná) charac-
ter of the economy towards a tertiary category (the tourist centers of Karlov, Malá Morávka,
and Stará Ves).

Regarding the lower section of the Moravice river basin, the concentration of the WPFs
was not very high, but even here, the same processes that took place in the upper zone are
discernible, at least partially. The WPFs were also preserved at large industrial facilities (to
introduce an example, we can refer to the permanent operation of a small hydropower plant
at the Žimrovice paper mill). However, the lower sectors of the study area later started to
be considered a relaxation hub for people from the Ostrava agglomeration, who faced a
permanently deteriorating quality of the environment. At the same time, it was necessary
to provide a sufficient amount of potable water for the Ostrava districts, leading to the
construction of a supraregional water supply system and two large reservoirs. Similar
trends occurred in other parts of Europe, too [54,55].
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5. Conclusions

Based on a combination of cartographic, statistical, and archival sources, we identified
and assessed the development of hydropower facilities in the Moravice River basin from the
mid-18th century to the present. Overall, the popularity and prosperity of the facilities reached
a peak in the 19th century. From that time on, however, a gradual retreat of hydropower began
to be apparent, especially with the advent of new energy manufacturing methods, which
relied on diesel and electrical engines. Utilizing the materials available, we established that
nearly 200 water-powered stations had been recorded, three-quarters of these being active in
the first half of the 19th century. Watermills dominated in all of the reported periods, while
steelworks, textile factories, and wood and paper mills were also frequent.

The number and structure of water-powered facilities were relatively stable until
WWII. After 1945, the traditional use of hydropower (and, by extension, the economy
in general) was ominously disrupted in the region due to the expulsion of the native
German population, a process that involved confiscating and nationalizing the property.
This program resulted in a massive production discontinuity, an effect that manifested
itself through an overall reduction in the count of the water-powered facilities as evidenced
by the state hydropower registers for 1930 and 1953 as well as the topographic maps
of 1955–1956 (ca.—40%). Within the socialist economy (in the years following 1948), the
production was concentrated in larger factories and industrial facilities, and these consumed
the energy from the developing central grid; thus, the interest in exploiting the electricity
manufactured by small-sized enterprises declined. At the same time, however, the water
engine technology improved, as the old-fashioned waterwheels were progressively replaced
with modern turbines.

Currently, hydropower is only employed in hydroelectric plants, whose numbers
started to grow in the 1980s due to the rising demands for electricity. The increased
count of the stations in the area of interest confirms the general trend that applies to
the entire Czech Republic. Simultaneously, the restored small hydropower plants are
becoming tourist destinations (situated in private buildings), and they still embody an
additional source of energy for small-scale hydropower plant companies. At present,
23 hydroelectric stations are registered in the Moravice river basin; of these, 18 are linked
to older hydropower facilities. Seven plants operate at locations where hydro-powered
facilities were documented already in the mid-18th century. Assuming the increasingly
more vivid preference for renewable energy sources and considering the favorable natural
conditions in the Moravice river basin, new or renewed hydroelectric plants using the
preserved water management infrastructures (such as weirs and raceways) are likely to be
established along the Moravice river in the years to come.

The novelty of the research within this article lies in capturing 250 years of hydropower
history within the context of tumultuous socioeconomic changes. The presented results also
have a major potential for restoring relevant facilities in response to the current emphasis
on increasing the share of clean, environmentally friendly energy.
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